
The Ethics of Urbanism  …what to expect: 
 
Part 1: Ethics and Urbanism - how do we get there? 
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… covers the relation of ethics to urbanism, raises a host of difficulties and questions. 

– Uses the Socratic method, i.e.: go through a set of difficulties and see how 
far you can get, to avoid premature solutions.   
– Challenge of avoiding both overconfidence (“providing an ethics of 
urbanism is easy!“) and self-defeating philistinism (“providing an ethics of 
urbanism is impossible!“). 

… arrives at the centrality of justice to the investigation of ethics in urbanism. 
– discusses various concepts of justice 
– illustrates how these relate to urban planning. 
– touches on current case studies presented by UN officials, planners, and 
researchers at the Human Development and Capabilities conference at The Hague, 
Sept 5-8, 2011:  Nairobi, Sao Paulo, Ulan Bator. Historical reference: New York. 

Part 2: A substantive proposal – the “just city” 



Part 1: The Ethics of Urbanism 
 
… seeks to combine two things: philosophical ethics, urbanism.  
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•  But are we sufficiently clear on what these two things are in their own right? 
•  And how are we to know how to best relate the two things? ßKEY QUESTION 

  The state of philosophical ethics today 
•    Not a set of answers, or a set of easy methods. Rather, a systematic way to set       
    up questions and test answers for adequacy (e.g. consistence). 

•  “Enormous gulfs exist between the different positions in ethics today, gulfs so wide 
that we must wonder whether they are talking about a common subject matter. We 
must wonder at the assumption that these theorists are all talking about the same 
thing.“ (Michael Smith) Deep disagreements on the nature of human action, moral 
psychology, on the status of ethical statements, our hopes for moral knowledge,  etc. 

•  The questions of ethics are at least 2,500 years old, but a properly philosophical ethics 
“unfettered by religion or mysticism“ is a much younger discipline (Derek Parfit).  
• The discipline‘s history in the Netherlands: one generation of ethics taught at 
universities by non-theologians. 
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And what IS urbanism? 

 
A An ethics of content: assess the goals and the end product for the values they express, 
propagate, or are otherwise symptomatic of. = Ethical critique of urbanism.  
NB goals and ends may come apart – need to assess separately. Poor goals may  come out right etc. 
B An ethics of method: assess the person‘s choices in the process of planning for 
their moral value. -> Professional ethics: encompasses the personal and corporate 
standards of exceptecd behaviour. = Ethical critique of urbanists (qua urbanists!).  
Again, A and B require separate assessment.  
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A Ethical critique of urbanism.   and  B Ethical critique of urbanists. 

  

Whichever of these we focus our ethics on, urbanism is a diverse field: 
1 Outcome Diversity  
 Case of Nairobi, width of the distance between buildings 
narrowed for slum districts: (cf. “Study on Master Plan for 
Urban Transport in the Nairobi Metropolitan Area in the 
Republic of Kenya”, Katahira & Engineers International) 

2 Diversity of Scope, Specificity, and Complexity 
Urban scope ranges from a town (in its entirety) and its suburbs to buildings and even individual 
construction constituents. Urban designs may address any of these levels of scope, and to varying 
degrees of specificity. (Ali Madanipour, “Ambiguities of Urban Design“ [1997]) 
High specificity relative to low scope = high complexity. 
Again, an ethical critique will differ w.r.t. what level of scope and specificity we target. 
 

• Level 1: Urbanism as a discipline which issues 
urban policies à urban planning. Verbal output, 
(quasi)legal medium. 
• Level 2: Architectural designs  which respect  
these policies issue in urban designs. Visual 
output, spatial/physical structure. 
 
 Relation between these levels not entirely clear, nor always friendly: “Architecture is 
the continuation of urban planning by other means“ (Hans Ibelinks)  
Any ethical critique will differ w.r.t. which of these two Levels we target. 
 



A professional divide 

 “A number of design professions have historically served as the training 
ground for planners and continue to engage in planning and planning-related 
work. Architects, landscape architects, and urban designers may be part of a 
team of planning professionals, or they make work independently of physical 
planning tasks. Because of their training in graphic rendering, spatial problem 
solving, and aesthetics, design professionals are able to more effectively 
communicate ideas about ‘place’. Unlike planners, however, they may not 
have the training to understand how to bring that vision to fruition. […] The 
design professional is not typically involved in these crucial developments”. 

 Source: Michael Bayer, Nancy Franck, Jason Valerius, Becoming an Urban 
Planner. A guide to careers in Planning and Urban Design, John Wiley & Sons: 
Hoboken, NJ 2010, S. 81. 
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3 Disciplinary Diversity  
To implement goals, what knowledge do you use as urban planner, which facets of 
urban life do you emphasize, which de-emphasize in your urban planning and urban 
design? - Urban geography. Urban sociology. Urban politics. Urban 
ecology.Urban economics. Each call for different data and analysis. 
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An ethical critique of urban policies can target  these data, and the use to which they are 
put in combination and  relative to the goal (policy, design). That critique thus becomes 
equally diverse, especially when we consider A/B: critique of content, critique of persons.  

Interim Conclusion from 1, 2, and 3: A fully comprehensive, exhaustive, and 
unified ethics* of urbanism seems a tall order, if not outright impossible. (*These 
are theoretic standards which mostly arise from within philosophy.) 
Two ways forward: 
1) deny or otherwise compromise  the inherent diversity of the very thing we want to 
provide an ethics for – ?!?! intellectually dishonest 
2) Deny constraints, go for ethical particularism – ?!?! theoretically premature 
Observe: an ethics of urbanism better not be itself unethical ;) 
 

Examples: you used bad or no data. You misunderstood, mishandled, misrepresented 
data. You operate (knowingly or unwittingly – which is worse??) under a socio-
economical model which is racialist or disfavours the poor. You never trained in urban 
economics or sociology. Your client asks you to suppress your training in these areas. Etc. 



 
Another way to solve the problem:  
When we want to relate two equally complex theoretic areas – like ethics and 
urbanism - we can make headway by regimenting (narrowing our focus) one of them 
at a time. Examples: 
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A) Narrowing the urban phenomenon we want to look at, and how we want to look at it. E.g., an 
ethical assessment of the implicit urban economic norms operative in the policy to narrow  street 
width in Nairobi. = 3 selection criteria. No illusions of grandeur, no ‘exhaustive theory‘. 

A Time-worn Example of Strategy B):  JUSTICE 

     Plato                            Zeno                 David Harvey       Susan Fainstein 

Still, this only gets us so far. We still do NOT know what an ethical assessment is! We 
only know where to direct our attention, how to limit our focus. Hence: 
B) We pick a particular ethical VALUE or NORM, and execute our assessment with 
respect to it. 
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B: Distributive: The delivered urban policy 
gives equal consideration to all stakeholders, 
and does not provide a greater benefit to one 
party to the detriment of other stakeholders.   

Fainstein: 2010 book that combines philosophical 
theories of justice (Rawls, Nussbaum, etc.) with 
work in urban sociology (David Harvey, Social 
Justice and the City, 1973) to see which revisions we 
can – and ought to - bring to contemporary 
practice in urban planning. 

Looks at different theories of justice, draws on contemporary 
political philsoophy (communitarian, libertarian, etc). 
We‘ll avoid the nuances, and simply distinguish two forms of 
justice:  
A: Procedural: The way planning is administered has to occur in a 
fair fashion. No person involved is at an unmerited advantage 
which he could exploit for purely personal purposes (at the 
detriment of competitors or the public good). 

Basically, this is the idea of John Rawls that „Justice is fairness“. Simply remember our 
method/content distinction above. Here we simply map Rawls‘ concept onto that 
distinction, and arrive at our A and B: fair process, fair product (whether policy or design).. 
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Can we commit foul play in both ways at once?  
Y-E-S   W-E   C-A-N ! 
Pullitzer biography about Robert Moses in1973: "Surely the 
greatest book ever written about a city." -David Halberstam 

1.  Moses sat on both the panel to submit proposals for 
urban renewal and on the panel to select proposals. 

2.  Moses “could keep the public from finding out 
what he was doing“ sc. how he was accomplishing 
things at a more detailed level (Cora). 

„The very shoreline of metropolis was different 
before Robert Moses came to power. He rammed 
bulkheads of steel deep into the muck beneath rivers 
and harbors and crammed into the space beneath 
bulkheads and shore immensities of earth and stone, 
shale, and cement, that hardened into 15.000 acres 
of new land and thus altered the physical boundaries 
of the city. … between 1945 and 1958 no site for 
public housing was selected and no brick of a public 
housing project laid without his approval.“ 
He built over 600 playgrounds, 288 tennis courts, 
673 baseball diamonds – not to mention hospitals, 
parks, and highways.  at el. How did he do it? 

Blatant, large scale violations of procedural fairness. 
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1. The reason the high ways weren‘t built before is 
due to the large numbers of people who had to be 
forcefully removed from their homes, for the bridges 
to be built. The “largest number of happy people“ 
always comes at the extent of a smaller number of 
unhappy ones. How can we morally justify that? 

To which you may reply: “Hold on, didn‘t you say he 
created massive numbers of hospitals, parks, playgrounds, 
and so on – to an extent like no man before him, or ever 
since? If the end result is so overwhelmingly positive, who 
cares about the way we got there? This is planning‘s greatest 
success story!“ Hands up: do you agree? …..and if not, why not? 
A classic stand off between utilitarianism (‘the end – greatest happiness of most – 
justifies any means’) and Kantian deontology in moral theory (‘some things are 
inherently wrong, even if they could figure in a larger picture of net benefit’). – We 
haven’t solved the disagreement (remember: “we can’t even agree theorists talk about the 
same phenomenon – morality”), though some claim the disagreement is illustory. 

This conundrum apart, there were substantive 
(“distributive“) injustices along the way for Moses… 

2. Even more controversially, Moses planned the height of the highway bridges in a way 
so that busses couldn‘t pass under them. At the time, the economically less well off 
couldn‘t afford cars, and could only go to the NY beach by public transport i.e. by bus. 
Guess what: no black people on the beach any more! Social and racial segregation. 
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The other issue: planning needs transparent political procedures to be procedurally 
just. Moses did his best to hide from the public the machinations of his success. 

Plato, Republic: „The perfectly just city – that‘s the happiest 
one.“ Two ways to gloss this:  
a) people are truly happiest (though they may not know it) 
when the demands of justice are served. Priority of justice. 
b)  justice is a vague concept. The best way to secure it is to 
simply look for the happiest city – and that , then, will be the 
‘most just‘. Happiness explains justice, not the other way round! 

Problem with b): what is the happiest of cities? When everyone  
is a bit happy? Or when the added up degrees of happiness  
reaches a new height, even if a small number of people is unhappy? 
Rawls: utilitarianism treats the happiness of a civic community 
    like that of a single man indifferent to distributional matters. 

Fainstein claims that the main way to actually achieve justice in planning lies with a civil society 
who lets the politicians know what they want. I.e. Participationism.  
Problem: how can planners achieve a just form of planning if a) they don’t have a professional 
code of conduct (like journalism has) which protects them and which b) allows them to share 
information with the public which the public needs to form valuable feedback on a planning 
project. (Point rased by audience at Fainstein lecture at Amsterdam, May 2011).  

And why should people untrained in urbanism have a say in such decisions? (cf. surgery) 



Current case study by the dept. of Urban geography at Cornell. 
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City district in Sao Paulo, planned from the ground up in 
1980. A dormitary neighbourhood with 14.000 apartments 
and little urban infrastructure besides. No banks, 1 (ill 
functioning) hospital. Excessive commuting times to 
commercial parts of town (35 km, 3-4 hours per day).  

• Background: Cidade Tiradentes was built to move the poorest 
part of the populace out of the slums (SW) which suffered 
from flooding and poor sewage conditions. 
• However, crime remains an alarming problem 
 for the re-located populace. 
•  The urban design makes “visually no sense“:  
  poor sense of belonging, of orientation. 
 

• The ten thousand dollar question: are these 
•  symptoms of planning oversight OR is this  
engineered neglect to sustain segregation,  
and prevent socio-economic mobility? 
And how could we even tell, how would we know? – And does the difference even matter? 

Naivety or Paranoia? The case of Cidade Tiradentes 

Yes, if you care about procedural justice (“transparency“) and not only about distributive j.! 



 
 
 
 

22% of the GDP comes from mining now. 63% of entire 
population live in capitol (only real city in the country). “100 
billion Euros“ are pumped into urban planning projects p/a. 

4 years ago Mongolia was blessed by a “resource curse”:  
discovery of immense natural resources (esp. iron ore) near  
Chinese border. Amount could sustain entire Chinese industry  
for the next 50 years. 
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• The Human Development Reports try to document such 
planning developments, and suggest several procedural 
measures to avoid political, ethical and environmental 
consequences of immense negativity. 

• Key factors outlined in HDRs 2005-2010 (UN DP): 
1. Stakeholder consultations (govt. officials, trade unions, 
employers, etc.). 
2.  Develop community capacities such as local purveyors to 
execute local participatory reviews and analyses.  
3. By local and global means, analyse and, if necessary,  
 mitigate long term environmental impact generated by  
  carbon and energy intense planning projects.  

A final case study: Ulan Bator (capitol of Mongolia) 

These recommended 
procedures reflect the 
constraints of justice  
discussed earlier: 
-  Participationism and    
  transparency 
-  distributive  justice at an 
   intergenerational level 



In the rare instance that ethics, political philosophy, international development studies, 
and the UN can agree on what‘s worthwhile – protect the values of justice – it would be 

great if urban planners started to take a more active interest in these values. 
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So, what‘s the conclusion (if any)? 

 
 

Thank you for your attention. 
 
 

s.koller@tudelft.nl 
 



Stefan Koller 

Part 2: Urbanism as a testing case for ‘Values in Design‘. 
Multitudes of Values, Ranking Values, and Value Trade Offs 

Key claim: there are several types of value at stake in urbanism. Key problems: 
1.  How to rank and integrate these problems? 
2.  How do policy makers implement value trade offs?  
     à A brief introduction to Cost-Benefit-Analysis and Value Trade Offs. 


